
IMI REPORT

Number: 27518.1

PQ - Professional Qualifications - Information request

Request summary

Dates

Number of days in which reply is
requested

7

Days in which reply will be sent 7

Date sent 11/10/2021

Date accepted 11/10/2021

Date due 18/10/2021

Purpose and background of the request

Request type Request concerning permanent establishment of a professional

Request category [A] Questions concerning the profession and the professional activity
[B] Questions about the professional (holder of the qualification)
[C] Questions about the qualification, the diploma, the training and/or the professional title
[D] Questions concerning sanctions
[E] Profession specific questions (pharmacists, nurses, teachers)
[X] Questions about attached documents

Justification for sending the request Reasonable and justified doubts about documents submitted by the professional

Sender's local / national reference
number of the request (if any)

123456789

Background information (if relevant) (en) sample text

Professional's details

Information provided by the sender

First name(s) of the professional sample text

Surname(s) of the professional sample text

Nationality of the professional Austrian

Date and place of birth of the
professional

Known

Date of birth 01/04/2020

Country of birth Austria

Place of birth sample text

Address of the professional in the
recipient Member State

Known

Country Austria
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Federal State / Region Burgenland

Region / Area sample text

Town / City sample text

Postcode 123456789

Street and number sample text

Address of the professional in the
country of the sender

Known

Country Austria

Federal State / Region Burgenland

Region / Area sample text

Town / City sample text

Postcode 123456789

Street and number sample text

Contact details of the professional Available

Telephone number +123456789

E-mail address sample@text.imi

Website https://www.sample.com

Additional information about the
professional (other contact details)

(en) sample text

Profession Known

Professional sector Aviation related professions

Profession Aircraft cabin crew / cabin steward

Evidence of qualification obtained in Austria

Copy of the professional's diploma /
evidence of qualification

Available

Title of the diploma (en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Any relevant information about the
qualification of the professional (e.g.

country or institution where
obtained)

(en) sample text

[A001] Is the profession indicated among the professional's details
regulated in your territory?

[A001] Is the profession indicated among the professional's details regulated in your territory?

Confirmation Prior to sending the request, the sender has checked the Database of regulated professions (https:
//ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/regprof/), but could not find the requested information.

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not available

(en) sample text

[A002] What are the professional activities covered by the profession in
your territory?

[A002] What are the professional activities covered by the profession in your territory?

Answer (en) sample text

[A003] Are the following professional activities covered by the profession
in your territory?
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[A003] Are the following professional
activities covered by the profession

in your territory?

(en) sample text

Answer See answer below

Detailed answer (en) sample text

[A004] Is the professional entitled to pursue the indicated profession in
your country?

[A004] Is the professional entitled to pursue the indicated profession in your country?

Answer No

Is he/she entitled to practice any
other profession?

Yes

In which sector is he/she entitled to
practice a profession?

Architects and construction related professions

Profession Air conditioning technician / Heating / Central heating technician / installer / repairer

[A005] Which profession is the professional entitled to pursue in your
country?

[A005] Which profession is the professional entitled to pursue in your country?

Answer (sector) Architects and construction related professions

Profession Air conditioning technician / Heating / Central heating technician / installer / repairer

[A006] To which profession does the attached proof of evidence of
professional qualification gives access?

[A006] To which profession does the attached proof of evidence of professional qualification gives
access? (See attachment on the professional's details tab.)

Answer (sector) Architects and construction related professions

Profession Air conditioning technician / Heating / Central heating technician / installer / repairer

[A007] Does the professional have professional experience of three years
in your country for the profession indicated among the details of the
professional?

[A007] Does the professional have professional experience of three years in your country for the
profession indicated among the details of the professional?

Answer No

Does he/she have 3 years of
experience for any other similar

profession in your country?

Yes

Please specify the profession and
provide details of the experience

(en) sample text

[A008] Has the professional been effectively and lawfully engaged in the
activities of the profession for at least 3 years during the past 5 years in
your country as from the date of request for recognition?

[A008] Has the professional been effectively and lawfully engaged in the activities of the profession
for at least 3 years during the past 5 years in your country as from the date of request for
recognition? (See the profession concerned indicated on  the professional's details tab)

Date when recognition was
requested / from when the past 5

years are to be counted

03/10/2021

Answer No

Has he/she been engaged in the
activities of a similar profession for

the same period?

Yes

Please specify the profession and
provide details of the experience

(en) sample text
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[A009] Does the professional have the right to pursue the relevant
professional activities throughout the territory of your country?

[A009] Does the professional have the right to pursue the relevant professional activities throughout
the territory of your country?

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not available

(en) sample text

[A010] Did the professional pursue a professional activity listed in Annex
IV of Directive 2005/36/EC in your territory?

[A010] Did the professional pursue a professional activity listed in Annex IV of Directive 2005/36/EC in
your territory?

Answer Yes, see details below

Detailed answer (en) sample text

[A011] Did the professional pursue the following professional activity in
your territory?

[A011] Did the professional pursue the following professional activity in your territory?

Professional activity: (en) sample text

Answer Yes, see details below

Detailed answer / explanation why
information is not available

(en) sample text

[A012] Did the professional pursue the professional activity of the
profession indicated on the professional's details tab as employee?

[A012] Did the professional pursue the professional activity of the profession indicated on the
professional's details tab as employee? If yes, for how long?

Answer Yes

For how long? (Please provide any
relevant details)

(en) sample text

[A013] Do you know if the professional pursued professional activity? If
yes, please specify in what capacity/position and for how long.

[A013] Do you know if the professional pursued professional activity? If yes, please specify in what
capacity/position and for how long.

Answer Yes, see details below

In what capacity/position? as employee
as self-employed
as the manager of the undertaking
as a director
in an executive position
other, as specified below

Capacity/position (en) sample text

Period for which professional activity
was pursued and other relevant

details

(en) sample text

[A014] Was the professional involved for at least three years in technical
duties with responsibility for at least one department of the company?

[A014] Was the professional involved for at least three years in technical duties with responsibility for
at least one department of the company?

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not available

(en) sample text

[A020] Do you know when the professional started exercising the
professional activity of the profession indicated on the professional's
details tab?
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[A020] Do you know when the professional started exercising the professional activity of the
profession indicated on the professional's details tab?

Answer Yes, see details below

Date when the professional started
exercising the professional activity
and any other relevant information

(en) sample text

[A021] Do you know when the professional finished exercising the
professional activity of the profession indicated on the professional's
details tab?

[A021] Do you know when the professional finished exercising the professional activity of the
profession indicated on the professional's details tab?

Answer Yes, see details below

Date when the professional finished
exercising the professional activity
and any other relevant information

(en) sample text

[A022] For how long was the professional exercising the professional
activity of the profession indicated on the professional's details tab?

[A022] For how long was the professional exercising the professional activity of the profession
indicated on the professional's details tab?

Answer (en) sample text

Supporting documents and additional information

Complementary information for the
request

(en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Contact person for the request sample text

Complementary information for the
reply

(en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - Training authority
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:54 CEST

Contact person for the reply sample text

Recipient's local / national reference
number

sample text

Documents added after the request has been sent can be found on the 'Messages and Attachments'
tab

[B001] Is the professional a national of your Member State?

[B001] Is the professional a national of your Member State?

Answer No

The nationality of the professional is Known

Nationality Austria

[B002] Is the professional a member of an association or organisation?

[B002] Is the professional a member of an association or organisation?

Answer Yes

Name of the association /
organisation

(en) sample text
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[B003] Is the professional legally established in the territory of your
Member State?

[B003] Is the professional legally established in the territory of your Member State?

Answer Yes

[B091] Can you issue and/or attach a document concerning the mental
health of the professional?

[B091] Can you issue and/or attach a document concerning the mental health of the professional?
(The document is required for the recognition of the professional’s qualification)

Answer Yes

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - Training authority
Added on: 11/10/2021 12:00 CEST

[B092] Can you issue and/or attach a document concerning the physical
health of the professional?

[B092] Can you issue and/or attach a document concerning the physical health of the professional?
(The document is required for the recognition of the professional’s qualification)

Answer Yes

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - Training authority
Added on: 11/10/2021 12:00 CEST

[B093] Can you issue and/or attach a document concerning the good
character or repute of the professional?

[B093] Can you issue and/or attach a document concerning the good character or repute of the
professional? (The document is required for the recognition of the professional’s qualification)

Answer Yes

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - Training authority
Added on: 11/10/2021 12:00 CEST

[B094] Can you issue and/or attach a document concerning the absence
of bankruptcy of the professional?

[B094] Can you issue and/or attach a document concerning the absence of bankruptcy of the
professional? (The document is required for the recognition of the professional’s qualification)

Answer Yes

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - Training authority
Added on: 11/10/2021 12:00 CEST

Supporting documents and additional information

Complementary information for the
request

(en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Contact person for the request

Complementary information for the
reply

(en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - Training authority
Added on: 11/10/2021 12:00 CEST

Contact person for the reply sample text
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Recipient's local / national reference
number

sample text

[C001] Have you recognised the qualification of the professional? If yes,
for which profession?

[C001] Have you recognised the qualification of the professional? If yes, for which profession?

Answer Yes

In which sector? Architects and construction related professions

For which profession? Air conditioning technician / Heating / Central heating technician / installer / repairer

[C002] What is the professional qualification awarded in your territory to
the professional?

[C002] What is the professional qualification awarded in your territory to the professional?

Answer (en) sample text

[C003] Does the professional lawfully possess any evidence of
professional qualifications that grants access to the profession in your
territory?

[C003] Does the professional lawfully possess any evidence of professional qualifications that grants
access to the profession in your territory?

Answer Yes

Details of the professional's
qualifications, including information

about the level of qualification

(en) sample text

[C004] Does the professional lawfully hold any evidence of formal
qualification giving access to the profession, which certifies regulated
education and training?

[C004] Does the professional lawfully hold any evidence of formal qualification giving access to the
profession, which certifies regulated education and training?

Answer Yes

Detailed answer (about the
qualifications, education and

training, including the level of
qualification or explanation why

information is not available)

(en) sample text

[C005] Does the professional hold any evidence of formal qualifications
that certifies a successful completion of training recognised by you?

[C005] Does the professional hold any evidence of formal qualifications that certifies a successful
completion of training recognised by you?

Answer Yes

Detailed answer (about the
qualifications, education and

training, including the level of
qualification or explanation why

information is not available)

(en) sample text

[C006] Has the professional undergone a part-time training in your
country with a view to obtaining the diploma?

[C006] Has the professional undergone a part-time training in your country with a view to obtaining
the diploma?

Answer Yes

Details of the part-time training or
explanation why information is not

available

(en) sample text

[C007] Does the professional lawfully hold a diploma listed for your
country in Annex V. of Directive 2005/36/EC?
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[C007] Does the professional lawfully hold a diploma listed for your country in Annex V. of Directive
2005/36/EC?

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not available

(en) sample text

[C010] Does the professional's diploma have the same legal status within
your territory as the diploma which you issue and which benefit from
automatic recognition?

[C010] Does the professional's diploma have the same legal status within your territory as the
diploma which you issue and which benefit from automatic recognition as regards access to the
professional activities and in the pursuit of such activities?

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not available

(en) sample text

[C011] Does the professional lawfully hold evidence of formal
qualifications conferring acquired rights in your territory for the
exercise of the profession?

[C011] Does the professional lawfully hold evidence of formal qualifications conferring acquired rights
in your territory for the exercise of the profession?

Answer No, see details below

Detailed answer (en) sample text

[C012] Was the diploma mentioned for the profession issued by a former
country?

[C012] Was the diploma mentioned for the profession issued by a former country?

Answer Yes

Detailed answer (incl. information
about the issuing country and the

level of the qualification)

(en) sample text

[C013] Does the professional’s diploma certify successful completion of
training in accordance with Article 23 of Directive 2005/36/EC?

[C013] Does the professional’s diploma certify successful completion of training in accordance with
Article 23 of Directive 2005/36/EC?

Answer No

Please explain why (en) sample text

[C014]  Is the professional’s diploma treated by you in the same way as
the diploma listed for your country in the relevant Annex to Directive
2005/36/EC?

[C014]  Is the professional’s diploma treated by you in the same way as the diploma listed for your
country in the relevant Annex to Directive 2005/36/EC?

Answer No

Please explain why (en) sample text

[C020] Have you recognised for the first time the professional
qualification obtained in the following country by the professional?

[C020] Have you recognised for the
first time the professional

qualification obtained in the
following country by the

professional?

Austria

Answer Yes

Have you recognised the
qualification for the profession

indicated among the details of the
professional?

Yes
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Please provide details of the
recognition decision (e.g. date etc.)

(en) sample text

[C025] Is the education and training leading to the professional's
qualification regulated in your territory?

[C025] Is the education and training leading to the professional's qualification regulated in your
territory? (Please provide details)

Answer Yes

Detailed answer (en) sample text

[C030] Can you confirm when the diploma held by the professional was
awarded?

[C030] Can you confirm when the diploma held by the professional was awarded?

Answer Yes

Date (when the diploma was
awarded)

03/10/2021

[C031] Do you know when the professional started the training for
obtaining his/her diploma?

[C031] Do you know when the professional started the training for obtaining his/her diploma?

Answer Yes

Date (when the training started) 03/10/2021

[C033] Can you provide information about the duration of the
professional's training for obtaining his/her diploma?

[C033] Can you provide information about the duration of the professional's training for obtaining
his/her diploma?

Answer Yes

Duration of the training course (en) sample text

[C034] Can you provide detailed information about the content of the
professional's training?

[C034] Can you provide detailed information about the content of the professional's training?

Answer Yes

Content of the professional's training (en) sample text

Complementary information (en) sample text

[C032] Did the professional receive previous training for the professional
activity, evidenced by a certificate?

[C032] Did the professional receive previous training for the professional activity, evidenced by a
certificate, which is recognised by the Member State or which is certified by a competent professional
body to be fully valid?

Answer Yes

Please provide details (en) sample text

[C080] What is the professional title for the exercise of the profession
indicated in the Professional's details section?

[C080] What is the professional title for the exercise of the profession indicated in the Professional's
details section? Please specify also any abbreviated forms of the professional title.

Answer (en) sample text

[C081] Is the following professional title regulated in your territory for
the profession indicated in the Professional's details section?
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[C081] Is the following professional
title regulated in your territory for

the profession indicated in the
Professional's details section?

(en) sample text

Answer No

Additional information (en) sample text

[C082] Does the below professional title / abbreviation correspond to the
qualification of the professional?

[C082] Does the below professional
title / abbreviation correspond to the

qualification of the professional?

(en) sample text

Answer No, see details below

Additional information (en) sample text

[C090] In the context of Article 50(3), has the educational establishment
based in your territory certified the training course at the establishment
which gave the training underlying the professional's evidence of formal
qualifications?

[C090] In the context of Article 50(3), has the educational establishment based in your territory
certified the training course at the establishment which gave the training underlying the
professional's evidence of formal qualifications?

Answer See answer below

Detailed answer (en) sample text

[C091] In the context of Article 50(3), is the professional's evidence of
formal qualifications the same as that which would have been awarded if
the course had been followed entirely in your territory?

[C091] In the context of Article 50(3), is the professional's evidence of formal qualifications the same
as that which would have been awarded if the course had been followed entirely in your territory?

Answer See answer below

Detailed answer (en) sample text

[C092] In the context of Article 50(3), does the professional's evidence of
formal qualifications confer the same professional rights in your
territory as if the course had been followed in your territory?

[C092] In the context of Article 50(3), does the professional's evidence of formal qualifications confer
the same professional rights in your territory as if the course had been followed in your territory?

Answer See answer below

Detailed answer (en) sample text

Supporting documents and additional information

Complementary information for the
request

(en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Contact person for the request sample text

Complementary information for the
reply

(en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - Training authority
Added on: 11/10/2021 12:00 CEST

Contact person for the reply sample text

Recipient's local / national reference
number

sample text
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[D010] Can you confirm that the professional is not the subject of any
disciplinary sanction of professional nature in your territory, including
with temporary effects?

[D010] Can you confirm that the professional is not the subject of any disciplinary sanction of
professional nature in your territory, including with temporary effects?

Answer No

Please explain why you cannot
confirm

(en) sample text

[D011] To your knowledge, is the professional subject of any disciplinary
sanction of professional nature in your Member State or any other
country, including those with temporary effects?

[D011] To your knowledge, is the professional subject of any disciplinary sanction of professional
nature in your Member State or any other country, including those with temporary effects?

Answer Yes

Please provide details about the
sanctions (e.g. country, facts at

stake, measures taken at last resort.

(en) sample text

[D020] Can you confirm that the professional is not the subject of any
criminal sanction of professional nature in your territory, including with
temporary effects?

[D020] Can you confirm that the professional is not the subject of any criminal sanction of
professional nature in your territory, including with temporary effects?

Answer No

Please explain why you cannot
confirm

(en) sample text

[D021] To your knowledge, is the professional subject of any criminal
sanction of professional nature in your Member State or any other
country, including those with temporary effects?

[D021] To your knowledge, is the professional subject of any criminal sanction of professional nature
in your Member State or any other country, including those with temporary effects?

Answer Yes

Please provide details about the
sanctions (e.g. country, facts at

stake, measures taken at last resort.

(en) sample text

[D091] Can you issue and/or attach a document concerning the absence
of suspension or prohibition of the pursuit of the relevant professional
activities for serious professional misconduct or criminal offence with
regard to the professional?

[D091] Can you issue and/or attach a document concerning the absence of suspension or prohibition
of the pursuit of the relevant professional activities for serious professional misconduct or criminal
offence with regard to the professional? (The document is required for the recognition of the
professional’s qualification)

Answer Yes

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - Training authority
Added on: 11/10/2021 12:11 CEST

Supporting documents and additional information

Complementary information for the
request

(en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Contact person for the request sample text
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Complementary information for the
reply

(en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - Training authority
Added on: 11/10/2021 12:11 CEST

Contact person for the reply sample text

Recipient's local / national reference
number

sample text

[EPH1] Pharmacists - Can you confirm that the training of the
professional provided an assurance that the person concerned has
acquired the knowledge and skills specified below?

[EPH1] Can you confirm that the
training of the professional provided

an assurance that the person
concerned has acquired the

knowledge and skills specified
below?

(a) adequate knowledge of medicines and the substances used in the manufacture of medicines;
(b) adequate knowledge of pharmaceutical technology and the physical, chemical, biological and
microbiological testing of medicinal products
(c) adequate knowledge of the metabolism and the effects of medicinal products and of the action of
toxic substances, and of the use of medicinal products
(d) adequate knowledge to evaluate scientific data concerning medicines in order to be able to supply
appropriate information on the basis of this knowledge
(e) adequate knowledge of the legal and other requirements associated with the pursuit of pharmacy
(x) other

Please specify (en) sample text

Answer Yes

Detailed answer (mandatory) (en) sample text

[EPH2] Pharmacists - Can you confirm that the professional has pursued
the pharmaceutical activities specified below?

[EPH2] Can you confirm that the
professional has pursued the

pharmaceutical activities specified
below?

(a) preparation of the pharmaceutical form of medicinal products
(b) manufacture and testing of medicinal products
(c) testing of medicinal products in a laboratory for the testing of medicinal products
(d) storage, preservation and distribution of medicinal products at the wholesale stage
(e) preparation, testing, storage and supply of medicinal products in pharmacies open to the public
(f) preparation, testing, storage and dispensing of medicinal products in hospitals
(g) provision of information and advice on medicinal products
(x) other

Please specify (en) sample text

Answer Yes

Detailed answer (mandatory) (en) sample text

[EPH3] Pharmacists - Has the professional been lawfully engaged in one
or more activities of pharmacist in your territory for a/the period
specified below?

[EPH3] Has the professional been
lawfully engaged in one or more

activities of pharmacist in your
territory for a/the period specified

below?

(en) sample text

Answer Yes

In which of the following activites? (a) preparation of the pharmaceutical form of medicinal products
(b) manufacture and testing of medicinal products
(c) testing of medicinal products in a laboratory for the testing of medicinal products
(d) storage, preservation and distribution of medicinal products at the wholesale stage
(e) preparation, testing, storage and supply of medicinal products in pharmacies open to the public
(f) preparation, testing, storage and dispensing of medicinal products in hospitals
(g) provision of information and advice on medicinal products
(x) other

Please specify (en) sample text

[EPH4] Pharmacists - Does the professional's evidence of qualification
attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of training required in Article 44.
of Directive 2005/36/EC?

[EPH4] Does the professional's evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 44. of Directive 2005/36/EC? (See the professional's evidence of
qualification attached on the professional's details tab and/or in the supporting documents section)

Answer Information not available
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Please explain why information is
not available

(en) sample text

[EDO1] Doctor - Doctor with basic training - Does the professional's
evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 24. of Directive 2005/36/EC?

[EDO1] Does the professional's evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 24. of Directive 2005/36/EC? (See the professional's evidence of
qualification attached on the professional's details tab and/or in the supporting documents section)

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not available

(en) sample text

[EDS1] Doctor - Specialised doctor - Does the professional's evidence of
qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of training required
in Article 25. of Directive 2005/36/EC?

[EDS1] Does the professional's evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 25. of Directive 2005/36/EC? (See the professional's evidence of
qualification attached on the professional's details tab and/or in the supporting documents section)

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not available

(en) sample text

[EDG1] Doctor - General practitioner - Does the professional's evidence
of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of training
required in Article 28. of Directive 2005/36/EC?

[EDG1] Does the professional's evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 28. of Directive 2005/36/EC? (See the professional's evidence of
qualification attached on the professional's details tab and/or in the supporting documents section)

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not available

(en) sample text

[EDG2] Doctor - General practitioner - Does the professional lawfully
enjoy the right to pursue the activities of a general practitioner in the
framework of your national social security system in conformity with
Article 30 of Directive 2005/36/EC?

[EDG2] Does the professional lawfully enjoy the right to pursue the activities of a general practitioner
in the framework of your national social security system in conformity with Article 30 of Directive
2005/36/EC?

Answer Yes

Do you know since when? Yes

Since when? 03/10/2021

[EDG3] Doctor - General practitioner - Has a certificate been issued on
application of Article 30 of Directive 2005/36/EC to the professional? If
yes, when?

[EDG3] Has a certificate been issued on application of Article 30 of Directive 2005/36/EC to the
professional? If yes, when?

Answer Yes

When was it issued? 03/10/2021

[EN01] Nurses responsible for general care - Does the professional's
evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 31. of Directive 2005/36/EC?

[EN01] Does the professional's evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 31. of Directive 2005/36/EC? (See the professional's evidence of
qualification attached on the professional's details tab and/or in the supporting documents section)

Answer Information not available
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Please explain why information is
not available

(en) sample text

[EN05] Nurses - Is the professional entitled to work as a specialised
nurse? If yes, indicate the relevant specialisation.

[EN05] Is the professional entitled to work as a specialised nurse? If yes, indicate the relevant
specialisation.

Answer Yes

Specialisation(s) (multiple can be
selected)

Adult nurse
Children's nurse
Learning disabilities nurse
Mental health nurse
Nurse (responsible for general care)
Public health nurse
School nurse
Second level nurse
Geriatric nurse / Carer for the aged
Paramedic / Ambulance nurse
Other specialised nurse

Please specify (en) sample text

[EN06] Nurses - Is the professional entitled to work as a specialised
nurse with the following specialisation?

[EN06] Is the professional entitled to
work as a specialised nurse with the
following specialisation(s)? (Multiple

specialisation can be selected)

Adult nurse
Children's nurse
Learning disabilities nurse
Mental health nurse
Nurse (responsible for general care)
Public health nurse
School nurse
Second level nurse
Geriatric nurse / Carer for the aged
Paramedic / Ambulance nurse
Other specialised nurse

Please specify (en) sample text

Answer See answer below

Detailed answer (en) sample text

[EDE1] Dentists - Dental practioner with basic training - Does the
professional's evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the
conditions of training required in Article 34. of Directive 2005/36/EC?

[EDE1] Does the professional's evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 34. of Directive 2005/36/EC? (See the professional's evidence of
qualification attached on the professional's details tab and/or in the supporting documents section)

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not avialable

(en) sample text

[EDE2] Dentists - Specialised dental practioner - Does the professional's
evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 35. of Directive 2005/36/EC?

[EDE2] Does the professional's evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 35. of Directive 2005/36/EC? (See the professional's evidence of
qualification attached on the professional's details tab and/or in the supporting documents section)

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not avialable

(en) sample text

[EVS1] Veterinary surgeons - Does the professional's evidence of
qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of training required
in Article 38. of Directive 2005/36/EC?

[EVS1] Does the professional's evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 38. of Directive 2005/36/EC? (See the professional's evidence of
qualification attached on the professional's details tab and/or in the supporting documents section)

Answer Information not available
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Please explain why information is
not avialable

(en) sample text

[EM01] Midwives - Does the professional's evidence of qualification
attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of training required in Article 40.
of Directive 2005/36/EC?

[EM01] Does the professional's evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 40. of Directive 2005/36/EC? (See the professional's evidence of
qualification attached on the professional's details tab and/or in the supporting documents section)

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not avialable

(en) sample text

[EA01] Architects - Does the professional's evidence of qualification
attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of training required in Article
46/47. of Directive 2005/36/EC?

[EA01] Does the professional's evidence of qualification attest that he/she fulfils the conditions of
training required in Article 46/47. of Directive 2005/36/EC? (See the professional's evidence of
qualification attached on the professional's details tab and/or in the supporting documents section)

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not available

(en) sample text

[ET70] Teachers - Which age range can be taught by the professional?

[ET70] Which age range can be taught by this profession?

Answer (en) sample text

[ET71] Teachers - Is the professional entitled to teach children of the
age specified below?

[ET71] Is the professional entitled to
teach children of the age specified

below?

(en) sample text

Answer Information not available

Please explain why information is
not available

(en) sample text

[ET72] Teachers - Which subjects can be taught by the professional?

[ET72] Which subjects can be taught by the professional?

Answer (en) sample text

[ET73] Teachers - Is the professional entitled to teach all the subjects
specified below?

[ET73] Is the professional entitled to
teach all the subjects specified

below?

(en) sample text

Answer No

Is he/she entitled to teach any of the
above subjects?

Yes

Which subject is he/she entitled to
teach?

(en) sample text

Supporting documents and additional information

Complementary information for the
request

(en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST
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Contact person for the request sample text

Complementary information for the
reply

(en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - Training authority
Added on: 11/10/2021 12:11 CEST

Contact person for the reply sample text

Recipient's local / national reference
number

sample text

[X050] Document holder - Is the professional the lawful holder of the
document attached below?

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Answer No

Please explain why (en) sample text

[X051] Document holder - Is the professional the lawful holder of the
document attached below?

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Answer No

Please explain why (en) sample text

[X060] Document date - When was the document below issued?

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Answer (en) sample text

[X061] Document date - When was the document below issued?

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Answer (en) sample text

[X065] Document date - When was the document below awarded?

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Answer (en) sample text

[X066] Document date - When was the document below awarded?

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Answer (en) sample text
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[X070] Please explain what is attested by the document(s) attached
below

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Answer (en) sample text

Further details (en) sample text

[X080] Does/do the attached document/s attest any of the following?
(health, liability, insurance etc. – See list in the panel below)

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Does/do the attached document/s
attest any of the following?

Membership in a professional organisation / chamber
Professional liability
Physical health of  the professional
Mental health of the professional
Good character or repute of the professional
Absence of bankruptcy with regard to the professional
Absence of suspension or prohibition of the pursuit of the relevant professional activities for serious
professional misconduct or criminal offence
Insurance cover or other means of personal or collective protection with regard to professional liability
Other as specified below

Question comments (en) sample text

Answer Yes

What is attested? Membership in a professional organisation / chamber
Professional liability
Physical health of  the professional
Mental health of the professional
Good character or repute of the professional
Absence of bankruptcy with regard to the professional
Absence of suspension or prohibition of the pursuit of the relevant professional activities for serious
professional misconduct or criminal offence
Insurance cover or other means of personal or collective protection with regard to professional liability
Other as specified below

Please specify (en) sample text

[X081] Does/do the attached document/s attest any of the following?
(training, activity, experience etc. – See list in the panel below)

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Does/do the attached document/s
attest any of the following?

Professional experience in the country of the request's recipient
Professional experience in another country, recognised by the request's recipient
Professional activity pursued in the country of the request's recipient
The professional finished exercising the professional activity
Previous training for the professional activity
Acquired rights
Regulated education or training
Successful completion of training
Successful completion of training recognised by the request's recipient, being of an equivalent level
and conferring the same rights of access to the profession as a training in the country of the request's
recipient
Other as specified below

Question comments (en) sample text

Answer Yes

What is attested? Professional experience in the country of the request's recipient
Professional experience in another country, recognised by the request's recipient
Professional activity pursued in the country of the request's recipient
The professional finished exercising the professional activity
Previous training for the professional activity
Acquired rights
Regulated education or training
Successful completion of training
Successful completion of training recognised by the request's recipient, being of an equivalent level
and conferring the same rights of access to the profession as a training in the country of the request's
recipient
Other as specified below

Please specify (en) sample text
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[X084] Acquired rights -  Does/do the document/s attached below attest
acquired rights of the professional?

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Answer See answer below

Detailed answer (en) sample text

[X085] Does/do the document/s attached below attest that professional
was involved for at least three years in technical duties with
responsability for at least one department of the company?

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Answer See answer below

Detailed answer (en) sample text

[X086] Does/do the document/s attached below attest that professional
pursued the professional activity of the profession indicated on the
professional's details tab? If yes, please specify in what capacity/position
and for how long?

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Answer See answer below

Detailed answer (en) sample text

[X087] Does/do the document/s attached below attest that professional
pursued the professional activity in the capacity/position specified
below? If yes, please specify for how long?

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Capacity/position as employee
as self-employed
as the manager of the undertaking
as a director
in an executive position
other, as specified below

Please specify (en) sample text

Answer See answer below

Detailed answer (en) sample text

[X091] Document 1 - Please confirm the authenticity of the attached
document

Attachment Attachment name: sample text
File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST
Comment: (en) sample text

Answer Verification was not possible.

Reasons why verification was not
possible

(en) sample text

[X092] Document 2 - Please confirm the authenticity of the attached
document
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Attachment Attachment name: sample text
File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST
Comment: (en) sample text

Answer Verification has not been done because

Reasons why verification was not
done

(en) sample text

[X093] Document 3 - Please confirm the authenticity of the attached
document

Attachment Attachment name: sample text
File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST
Comment: (en) sample text

Answer Yes.

[X094] Document 4 - Please confirm the authenticity of the attached
document

Attachment Attachment name: sample text
File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST
Comment: (en) sample text

Answer No.

[X095] Document 5 - Please confirm the authenticity of the attached
document

Attachment Attachment name: sample text
File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST
Comment: (en) sample text

Answer Verification was not possible.

Reasons why verification was not
possible

(en) sample text

Supporting documents and additional information

Complementary information for the
request

(en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - IMI System
Added on: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

Contact person for the request sample text

Complementary information for the
reply

(en) sample text

Attachment File name: Test attachment.pdf
Added by: EU - Training authority
Added on: 11/10/2021 12:11 CEST

Contact person for the reply sample text

Recipient's local / national reference
number

sample text

Messages and Attachments
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Management Information

Form PQ - Professional Qualifications - Information request

Management type Request

Number 27518

Status Closed

Version 1

Last update 14/10/2021 14:01 CEST

History

History Item Version: 1
Action: Reply accepted
Old status: Answered - awaiting closure
New status: Closed
Modified by: VOCASEK Magdalena
Date: 14/10/2021 14:01 CEST

History Item Version: 1
Action: Request edited
Old status: Answered - awaiting closure
New status: Answered - awaiting closure
Modified by: VOCASEK Magdalena
Date: 14/10/2021 13:15 CEST

History Item Version: 1
Action: Reply sent
Old status: Accepted
New status: Answered - awaiting closure
Modified by: USER training
Date: 11/10/2021 12:12 CEST

History Item Version: 1
Action: Request edited
Old status: Accepted
New status: Accepted
Modified by: USER training
Date: 11/10/2021 12:11 CEST

History Item Version: 1
Action: Request edited
Old status: Accepted
New status: Accepted
Modified by: USER training
Date: 11/10/2021 12:00 CEST

History Item Version: 1
Action: Request edited
Old status: Accepted
New status: Accepted
Modified by: USER training
Date: 11/10/2021 11:54 CEST

History Item Version: 1
Action: Request accepted
Old status: Awaiting acceptance
New status: Accepted
Modified by: USER training
Date: 11/10/2021 11:48 CEST

History Item Version: 1
Action: Request sent
Old status: Draft
New status: Awaiting acceptance
Modified by: HELPDESK EC IMI
Date: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST

History Item Version: 1
Action: Request saved
Old status: Initial status
New status: Draft
Modified by: HELPDESK EC IMI
Date: 11/10/2021 11:45 CEST
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Link

Link Item Repository Name: PQ - Professional Qualifications - Information request
Entry Number: 27533
Link Type: Copied to
Linked By: IMI System
Date: 14/10/2021 14:02 CEST

Requesting Authority

Authority name European Commission
Commission européenne
Europäische Kommission

Authority informal title IMI System

Country EU

Address Rue de Spa, 2
1000  Bruxelles

Telephone + +32 229 55470

Fax + +32 229 68867

E-mail IMI-Helpdesk@ec.europa.eu

Requesting Coordinator

Authority name European Commission
Commission européenne
Europäische Kommission

Authority informal title IMI System

Country EU

Address Rue de Spa, 2
1000  Bruxelles

Telephone + +32 229 55470

Fax + +32 229 68867

E-mail IMI-Helpdesk@ec.europa.eu

Responding Authority

Authority name Training authority
Training authority
Training authority

Authority informal title Training authority

Country EU

Address street and number
1234  town

Telephone +3212345678

Fax

E-mail training@ec.imi

Responding Coordinator

Authority name European Commission
Commission européenne
Europäische Kommission

Authority informal title IMI System

Country EU

Address Rue de Spa, 2
1000  Bruxelles
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Telephone + +32 229 55470

Fax + +32 229 68867

E-mail IMI-Helpdesk@ec.europa.eu
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